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Abstract— When we want to understand the sensitivity of a 

simulation model with respect to an input value or to optimize an 

objective function, the gradient usually provides a good hint. The 

adjoint state method is a widely used numerical method to 

compute the gradient of a function. It decomposes functions into a 

sequence of basic operations. It performs a forward sweep to 

evaluate the function, followed by a backward sweep to calculate 

the gradient using the chain rule iteratively. One limitation of the 

adjoint state method is that all intermediate values from the 

forward sweep are needed by the backward sweep. Usually, we 

keep only a portion of those values, called checkpoints, in the 

memory because of limited space. The remaining values are either 

stored on the hard disk or recomputed from the nearest 

checkpoint whenever needed. In this work, we seek to compress 

the intermediate values in order to better utilize limited space in 

the memory and to speed the I/O when checkpointing to the hard 

disk. 

Keywords—Automatic Differentiation, Adjoint State Method, 

Checkpoint, Compression  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many scientific applications involve computing the gradient 
of cost functions or simulation models. Gradients are usually 
used to estimate the sensitivity of model output with respect to 
input [1] or to optimize an objective function. The adjoint state 
method is an efficient numerical method to compute the gradient 
that is widely employed by automatic differentiation (AD) tools 
[2,3,4,5]. Every function can be decomposed into a sequence of 
basic operations. The gradient of a function can be computed 
automatically by using the chain rule without manually deriving 
the derivative. The adjoint state method computes the gradient 
by applying the chain rule iteratively on the sequence of 
operations in reverse order. In many cases, it involves much less 
computation than do methods that follow the original order of 
the operations, such as the tangent linear model. By recording 
every intermediate result when computing a function, the adjoint 
state method can then be used to compute the gradient of that 
function in a more efficient way. It is a powerful tool in many 

applications such as machine learning, data analysis, and 
scientific simulations. In this paper, we focus on adjoint 
computation in scientific simulation applications where each 
operation can be viewed as an iteration of time steps. 

Although the adjoint state method provides a computation 
speed advantage over methods that apply the chain rule in the 
forward direction, it does come with a major limitation – 
memory usage. In order to apply the adjoint state method, every 
step during the computation of the function value along with its 
intermediate values must be retained. When the method is 
applied to large-scale scientific simulations, the state of each 
iteration must fit in the memory. When running simulation 
across a long time period, there can be thousands or even 
millions of iterations. Even if the size of each individual 
checkpoints is not large, the aggregated size across iterations can 
still be in terabytes or even petabytes. Although memory 
capacity has increased significantly in recent years, it is still far 
from enough to record the state of the entire simulation. In some 
cases, even the main file system does not have enough space to 
store the entire history of simulation. 

To perform the adjoint state method with limited memory 
capacity, we need to trade time for space. Instead of saving the 
results of all iterations, we keep only a subset of them, called 
checkpoints. Whenever the value of a non-checkpoint iteration 
is needed, we recover it by restarting the simulation model from 
the nearest checkpoint [6]. Such an operation is called 
recomputation. In addition to memory, checkpoints can also be 
stored on other devices such as local hard disks, global parallel 
file system, or even tapes. These storage media can be employed 
together to create multilevel checkpointing in which higher-
level (faster) checkpointing is used to recompute data between 
two lower-level checkpoints [7,8]. In many cases, the hard disk 
is used alongside the memory to create a two-level 
checkpointing strategy. 

Different factors must be considered when doing 
checkpointing on the hard disk. Unlike doing checkpointing in 
memory where storing and retrieving checkpoints are virtually 



instantaneous, hard disk I/O involves a significant latency and a 
limited bandwidth. Usually, disk-based checkpointing is 
bandwidth bound rather than capacity bound; in other words, the 
number of checkpoints we can store (called the budget) is 
limited not by disk or file system capacity but by the amount of 
data we can transmit from and to the storage device. The higher 
the bandwidth, the more budget we have on checkpoints. 
Improving I/O speed gives us a larger budget for checkpoints on 
the second level, which in turn allow the first-level budget to be 
applied to a shorter period, reducing recomputation and 
increasing overall performance. When disk-based checkpointing 
is applied alone as a single-layer strategy, reducing the I/O time 
leads to direct improvement of overall execution time. 

An intuitive way to speed the checkpoint I/O time is to 
reduce the size of the checkpoint. A straightforward approach is 
to compress the checkpoints. However, it also introduces the 
overhead of compression and decompression. The compression 
algorithm must be efficient so that the saving from I/O time can 
cover its overhead, yet it also must be effective in reducing the 
size of the checkpoints. When a lossy compression algorithm is 
used, the error introduced may also become an issue.  

Since I/O speed is known to be far slower than computation, 
the idea of applying compression on checkpoints used for 
resilience purposes has been thoroughly explored [9,10,11,12]. 
In such application, most of the checkpoints will just be 
discarded after execution unless there are anomalies that 
interrupts the execution. Unlike the checkpoints created for 
resilience purpose where decompression time does not matter, 
every checkpoint created by adjoint state method will be read 
back later, making decompression performance as important as 
compression performance. Form the other aspect, the 
checkpoints in adjoint state method are not used to compute the 
simulation output but only used to compute the gradient. As a 
result, the presence of error is more acceptable than checkpoints 
used for resilience purpose, giving us more opportunity to 
employ lossy compression methods.  

In this paper, we study the concept of compressing the 
checkpoint data for a disk-based checkpointing strategy used by 
adjoint computation. We run experiment using the MITgcm 
[13,14] simulation framework with OpenAD [2] for gradient 
computation. We used Zlib [15] for lossless compression. For 
lossy compression, we tried ZFP [16,17] and SZ [18,19]. We 
also tried to do checkpointing with reduced precision. We ran 
experiments on a small cluster and stored checkpoints to the 
local hard disk. In the experiment, we were able to reduce the 
checkpoint size by up to 90% and reduce the checkpointing time 
by 87%. When using lossy compression, the error did not exceed 
1% even after tens of iterations. Overall, the experiment results 
suggest that compression is a promising approach to improve 
disk-based checkpointing performance. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
Given a fixed checkpoint budget, the strategy to select 

iterations as checkpoints is called checkpoint scheduling. 
Scheduling policy is a hot topic in checkpointing research. 
Griewank and Walther introduced an algorithm called Revolve 
that is guaranteed to minimize recomputation on single-level 

memory-based checkpointing architecture [6]. Wang et al. 
proposed a single-level dynamic checkpointing algorithm that 
does not require prior knowledge about the number of time steps 
[20]. Stumm and Walther proposed an optimal strategy in which 
a certain amount of time is needed to store and retrieve 
checkpoints, such as disk-based checkpointing [21]. They also 
proposed a near-optimal online strategy where the number of 
iterations is not known a priori. They showed that it took no 
more than two additional recomputations compared with the 
optimal solution [22]. Aupy et al. extended the work of [21] into 
an optimal strategy for two-layer checkpointing using memory 
and disk [7]. Schanen et al. introduced an asynchronous two-
level adjoint checkpointing scheme for numerical time 
discretization targeted at large-scale numerical simulations; the 
scheme combines bandwidth-limited disk checkpointing and 
space-limited memory checkpointing [8]. Datta et al. presented 
a model to design and implement asynchronous two-level 
checkpointing methods with parameterizable values to fit 
current and future system configurations [23]. Chen et al. 
demonstrated an application of checkpointing to train large-
scale deep neural networks in which the memory used is 
proportional only to the square root of network depth [24]. 

Data compression is a well-studied field in computer 
science. Many compression libraries cover different types of 
data. Zlib is a well-known general-propose lossless compression 
library developed by Gailly and Adler [15]. It widely used by 
other applications and libraries including the gzip utility. ZFP 
[16] is a lossy compression library for floating-point data, 
developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, based 
on the algorithm described in [17]. It is optimized for 2D and 3D 
floating-point arrays. SZ is another lossy floating-point 
compression library, developed at Argonne National 
Laboratory, that specializes in compressing large-scale high-
performance computing (HPC) datasets [18,19]. 

Compression has been widely used to reduce checkpoint size 
as well as I/O time when writing checkpoints to an I/O device 
for resilience purpose. Ibtesham et al. studied the viability and 
scalability of applying compression to checkpoints in 
Checkpoint/Restart protocol. They suggested that checkpoint 
data compression is a feasible mechanism for reducing 
checkpoint commit latencies as well as storage overheads [9,11]. 
Ibtesham et al. also suggested that checkpoint data compression 
can be part of a scalable checkpoint/restart solution. They 
discussed additional scenarios and improvements that make it 
more viable [10]. Sasaki et al. propose a lossy compression 
technique based on wavelet transformation for checkpoints. 
They achieved significant reduction in checkpointing time while 
introducing small error on NICAM climate application [12]. 

III. BACKGROUND 

A. About adjoint state method and automatic differentation 

An iterative function 𝑓: 𝑅𝑝 → 𝑅𝑞 can be viewed as a 
composite function of its iterations. 

𝑓(𝑥): = 𝑓𝑛−1 ∘ 𝑓𝑛−2 ∘ … 𝑓0(𝑥) 

The function can be evaluated by iterate through the iterations. 

𝑥0 = 𝑥, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖−1(𝑥𝑖−1), 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥𝑛 



Applying the chain rule, one can compute the gradient of 𝑓 as 
follows. 

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑓𝑖−1

′ (𝑥𝑖−1)
𝜕𝑥𝑖−1

𝜕𝑥
= �̅�𝑖−1

𝜕𝑥𝑖−1

𝜕𝑥
  where �̅�𝑖 =

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑥
 

𝑓′(𝑥) =
𝜕𝑥𝑛

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑓𝑛−1

′ (𝑥𝑛−1) 𝑓𝑛−2
′ (𝑥𝑛−2) … 𝑓0

′(𝑥0)

= �̅�𝑛−1�̅�𝑛−2 … �̅�0 

The multiplication (accumulation) of �̅�𝑖𝑠  can be done in 
either the forward (starting from �̅�0) or backward (starting from 
�̅�𝑛−1)  direction. Usually, the number of output variables is 
significantly smaller than the number of input variables (i.e., 
𝑝 ≫ 𝑞 ) in scientific simulation applications since the input 
variables are the initial state of the entire simulation grid 
whereas the output variables are just a few features we are 
interested in. In such cases, backward accumulation used by the 
adjoint state method involves significantly less computation. 
However, every 𝑥𝑖𝑠 must be available in order to compute  �̅�𝑖𝑠, 
leading to the problem we are studying in this paper. 

The adjoint state method consists of a forward sweep and an 
adjoint (backward) sweep. During the forward sweep, the 
intermediate steps to compute a function’s value along with all 
intermediate values are recorded. The backward sweep follows 
recorded steps in reverse order, applying the chain rule 
recursively along the way to calculate the gradient of the 
function at the same point.  

B. About MITgcm 

MITgcm is an atmospheric and oceanic simulation 
framework written mainly in Fortran. It supports gradient 
computation using either the tangent linear or adjoint state 
method for sensitivity study or parameter optimization in some 
of the applications. OpenAD is used for adjoint computation. 
MITgcm employs a single-level disk-based checkpointing that 
uses a revolving scheduling strategy where the checkpoint 
budget is configurable. It uses native Fortran I/O to read and 
write checkpoints. A file is created per process per checkpoint. 
During each checkpoint, every variable in the simulation model 
is written to the file one after another in its native representation. 
In order to retrieve the checkpoints, data is read to the variables 
following the same order.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

To perform data reduction, we reimplemented the 
checkpointing routine of MITgcm in C. We performed 
compression on each variable before writing it to the file. We 
decompressed the data read from the file before returning the 
results to the simulation routines. We studied three types of data 
reduction method: reduced precision, lossless compression, and 
lossy compression. 

 In the first study, we reduced the precision of floating-point 
values among the checkpoint data. This approach can be viewed 
as a simple lossy compression method. MITgcm by default 
stores all floating-point variables in double precision. We 
modified it to store single-precision checkpoints by performing 
type casting between the variable and the I/O buffer. This 
method applies only to floating-point data. We leave variables 
of other data types unchanged. 

To study the effect of lossless compression, we used the 
compression library Zlib [15]. We deflate variables before 
writing them to the file. When we needed to restore the 
checkpoints, we inflated the data before putting them into 
variables. The size of compressed data was appended to the front 
of the compressed stream. Since small variables, such as scalars, 
are likely to be expanded instead of compressed by Zlib, we set 
a threshold of 1 KiB on variable size to prevent such an issue.  

For lossy compression, we used the ZFP library [16] 
developed at Lawrence Livermore as well as the SZ library 
developed at Argonne [19]. ZFP takes a structure called the field 
from the caller that contains the dimensionality and shape of the 
array to decide the best compression strategy. It accepts fields 
only up to three dimensions. For higher-dimensional variables, 
we merged its higher dimensions into the third (third fastest 
changing) dimension. We used ZFP in fixed-accuracy mode in 
which the error is bounded to within 10−3 . Similar to the 
lossless case, we compressed only those floating-point variables 
with a size larger than 1 KiB. SZ also use the dimensionality and 
shape of the array to help improve the compression results. It 
supports arrays with up to four dimensions. We performed a 
transformation similar to that used in the ZFP case for arrays 
with higher dimensionality. We set the error bound to 10−3 in 
absolute error to match the setting used in ZFP. SZ supports two 
modes: best compression mode for better compression ratio 

   

Fig. 1. Results of hs94 experiment. SZ-C and SZ-S refers to SZ library in best compression and best speed mode, respectively. Original checkpoint size is 

436 MiB. Checkpotining time is averaged across 32 iterations. Errors are the maximum among the four sampled points. 
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(original size / compressed size) and best speed mode for faster 
compression/decompression time. 

V. EXPERIMENT 

We ran the experiment on a small cluster connected by Intel 
Omni-Path. Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon 
Platinum 8180M processors (56 cores in total) paired with 384 
GiB of memory. Each node has access to a GPFS, and two local 
SSDs. We use GPFS in the experiment. 

We evaluated the concept of apply compression on the 
hs94.1x64x5 (hs94) and halfpipe stream-ice (halfpipe) example 
programs. Since checkpointing in MITgcm is done in a file-per-
process basis, evaluating on a single node should be sufficient to 
indicate the compression ratio and its impact on performance. 
However, to measure I/O time more accurately, we need to scale 
up the simulation to generate larger checkpoint files. More 
nodes are then added in order to speed the computation. We used 
direct and synchronized I/O to eliminate the interference of 
caches. We aggregated checkpointing data in the memory so that 
there is only one I/O request per checkpoint. We used the latest 
release of OpenAD (2014-03-15). 

For the hs94 experiment, we used 256 processes on 4 nodes. 
We set tile size per process to 256 x 1 and the number of 
processes along each dimension to 256 x 1. The resulting grid is 
65,536 cells evenly distributed across 180 degrees in the 
spherical polar grid. The corresponding checkpoint size per 
iteration is about 437 MiB.  

In the halfpipe experiment, we adapted the same scale as in 
[25]. We fixed the global grid to 160 x 80 with 500 m spacing. 
Because of the smaller problem size, we used only 64 processes 
on a single node in this experiment. There are 8 processes on 
both dimensions, each of them holding a 20 x 10 tile. The 
resulting data size per checkpoint is around 31 MiB. We used 
the same input files as in [25]. 

A. Performance Study 

To study the effectiveness of compression on increasing 
checkpoint performance, we measured the time spent on writing 
checkpointing files as well as time spent on doing compression. 
We also measured the checkpoint size after each iteration.  

In the hs94 experiment, lossless compression achieves a 
90% compression ratio and 65% reduction in checkpointing 
time. Performing checkpointing in reduced precision also results 
in 46% reduction in checkpointing time with negligible 
computational overhead. ZFP achieves a 94% compression ratio 
and 86% reduction in checkpointing time. SZ achieves a 98% 
and 99% compression ratio in best speed and best compression 
mode, respectively. Because of its longer computational time, 
however, it reduces the checkpointing time only by 51% and 
41%. The best compression mode does not improve 
performance because the reduction in size is not large enough to 
compensate additional time on computation. We believe it can 
outperform other reduction methods if the checkpoint size is 
several magnitudes larger. Overall, ZFP performs the best 
among all methods tested. 

Although the time spent on performing compression may 
exceed the time writing our compressed data, it is still a fraction 
of the time we saved by reducing data size. We can see in Table 
1 that applying compression significantly reduces the overall 
execution time of the simulation. Since even lossless 
compression can achieve a decent compression ratio, we believe 
that checkpointing data in the hs94 example program is loosely 
packed or contains many redundancies. Also, we can see that the 
compression ratio during the first few iterations is significantly 
higher than in later iterations. In the first iteration, it is nearly 
99% regardless of the method used. This result suggests that the 
initial state of the model may have low variance.  

In the halfpipe experiment, lossless compression achieves an 
84% compression ratio and 43% reduction in checkpointing 
time. Performing checkpointing in reduced precision results in a 
34% reduction in checkpointing time. ZFP achieves a 65% 
compression ratio and 59% reduction in checkpointing time. SZ 
achieves a 71% and 84% compression ratio in best speed and 
best compression mode, respectively. SZ fails to improve 
overall performance because it has a Huffman coding step which 
has a constant cost that slow it down on small sized data. 
Contrary to intuition, lossless compression achieves the best 
compression ratio. We think the reason is that the tile size is too 
small (only 20 x 10) for lossy compression to utilize information 
from adjacent cells or to do meaningful block transformation. In 
terms of overall performance, ZFP again performs the best 
because of its faster computational time. Unlike in hs94, the end 
to end execution time does not reduce in halfpipe. We believe it 

   

Fig. 2. Results of halfpipe experiment. SZ-C and SZ-S refers to SZ library in best compression and best speed mode, respectively. Original checkpoint size 

is 31 MiB. Checkpotining time is averaged across 32 iterations. Errors are the maximum among the four sampled points. 
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is caused by the computation-intensive characteristic of the 
halfpipe example. Only a fraction time is spent on checkpointing 
compared to doing computation. In such case, the extremely 
small share of checkpointing time in the entire simulation makes 
compression non-profitable. The small I/O time improvement 
may even not be measurable due to measuring noise. In addition, 
running compression algorithm can also compete cache resource 
with the computation, leading to slower overall execution time. 

In all of our experiments, compression significantly reduces 
the checkpoint size. Even when the improvement on 
performance is too small to be seen, it still reduces the load on 
shared I/O resource for other applications in need. With 
neglectable computation overhead, we can significantly speed 
up the checkpointing procedure while saving a large amount of 
space and bandwidth. Our results suggest that compression is an 
intuitive but effective way to improve I/O-based checkpointing 
performance or resource utilization for adjoint computation.  

B. Lossy Compression Error  

A major concern about lossy compression is the error 
introduced. Even if we can bound the error on the checkpoint 
itself, the error can be magnified when propagating across the 
model via recomputation. To utilize lossy compression for better 
compression ratio, we want to make sure that the error is within 
a reasonable bound. MITgcm comes with a gradient check 
module that reports the gradient of four points sampled from the 
simulation grid. We compared the sampled gradient computed 
with compressed checkpoints to that computed with the 
uncompressed one. We measured the relative error after 32 
iterations. By controlling the number of checkpoint budgets, we 
can study how fast the error propagate across the iterations via 
recomputation. 

 In the hs94 experiment, checkpointing with reduced 
precision introduces only negligible error. ZFP also manages to 
keep the error lower than 1% even when given only one 
checkpoint budget. SZ, on the other hand, introduces more error. 
Both best speed mode and best compression mode result in 
around 7% deviation from the uncompressed version on the 
gradient. Considering its extremely high compression ratio, such 
error is understandable. In this experiment, the checkpointing 
budget, or the number of recomputations, does not affect the 
error significantly. This result suggests that errors are not 
magnified when they propagate across iterations. 

Since the halfpipe experiment is computationally intensive, 
performing many recomputations will be too slow. As a result, 
we started from a larger amount of checkpoint budgets in this 
experiment. In the halfpipe_stream-ice experiment, all the 
methods tested are able to keep the error lower than 1%. Using 
ZFP or checkpointing in reduced precision introduces almost no 
error in the result. SZ again brings the most error because of its 
high compression ratio. 

Our experiment results suggest that the error will usually not 
do much harm when applying lossy compression on 
checkpoints. For most applications, such as sensitivity study and 
parameter tuning, we believe that such an error rate is 
acceptable.  Unless precision is absolutely needed, lossy 
compression can be used to further increase the checkpointing 
performance. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we studied the concept of applying data 
compression to reduce checkpoint size. We implemented 
compressed checkpointing in the MITgcm framework and 
evaluated the performance using different compression 
methods. We also investigated the error propagation caused by 
lossy compression. Our results show that compression can 
effectively reduce checkpoint size and increase overall 
performance when doing checkpointing to a slow device. We 
believe it is a good answer to the bandwidth limitation of I/O-
based checkpointing architectures.  

VII. FUTURE WORK 

We briefly describe two possible research direction related 

to applying compression in checkpointing. 

1) Extension to memory-based CP. Although we focus on 

I/O-based checkpointing in this paper, the concept can also be 

applied to memory-based checkpointing. Since memory access 

can be considered as instantaneous, compression cannot reduce 

checkpointing time; instead, it reduces space usage. Less space 

usage means a larger checkpoint budget and less re-

computation. Unlike the case of I/O-based checkpointing where 

I/O time is linearly related to checkpoint size, applying 

compression on memory-based checkpointing is more 

complicated. The effect of checkpoint compression on overall 

performance depends on the checkpoint scheduling strategy 

and the complexity of the model. As a result, the effectiveness 

needs to be studied in a case-by-case fashion. 

2) Scheduling algorithm. Many checkpoint scheduling 

strategies are being proposed that optimize performance on 

many scenarios. Many of these strategies assume that 

checkpoint size remains the same across all iterations;  

however, such an assumption may not hold true when 

compression is applied. It is not the case after checkpoints are 

compressed. In addition, many strategies consider that 

memory-based checkpointing does not take time to complete. 

This assumption no longer holds when we need time to do 

compression and decompression. In order to achieve the best 

performance using compression, a tailored scheduling strategy 

is needed. 
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